
Welcome
● All participants’ microphones have been 

muted & cameras have been turned off

● Please post any questions in the chat & we 
will review them during our Q&A segment

● This webinar is being recorded & will be 
distributed after the session

Agenda

● Giving Tuesday in 
an engagement 
architecture

● Campaign context
● Lessons learned
● Practical steps
● Platform 

implications
● Questions
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Speakers
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Extracting long-term value from your campaign

Giving Tuesday Retrospective
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Engagement Architecture ⬩ noun

The ParsonsTKO philosophy and 
methodology that addresses your 
outreach platform as a holistic 
ecosystem—an interconnected set of 
people and systems that work 
together to advance your mission.

The way we see possibilities
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Platforms

Processes

People

Strategy

Experiences Data

Engagement
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Giving Tuesday is 
a moment

That we seize 
with capabilities
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See the day in its big picture context
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Giving TuesdayGT campaign 
planning

Immediate 
follow-up

Fundraising & 
new donor 
engagement 
capabilities

Long-term 
supporter 
experience

48hoursMonths of 
planning

Weeks of 
action

Years in the 
making

Years of 
potential

How the day goes depends on how prepared you are well in advance, 
and its long-term impact depends on your long-term handling
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Campaign planning process
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Planning Targeting Optimizing Evaluating Demonstrating Recording

Improve this campaign... ...improve the next one

1 2 3 4 5 6

The domain of “the retro”
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Evaluating
● Put the retrospective on your 

calendars… Now.

● Democratize hypotheses, if not 
also analysis

● Look for small data: surprises, 
good and bad
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What can you learn and 
how will your team grow?
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Recording
● Be clear about what you will do 

with your data

● Migrate campaign data to a 
system of record/action

● Put the lessons in your 
institutional memory
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What will you remember 
about your audience?
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Global generosity movement unleashing the power of people 
and organizations to transform their communities and the 
world
● Nearly 40% of all philanthropic giving comes in November 

and December
● Donor behavior patterns and behavior changes
● Elevate and reinforce effective tactics
● Capture key stories and examples of impact
● Identify top priorities for improving capabilities (content, 

team, data, tools)

Giving Tuesday
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Planning1

Targeting2

Optimizing3

Evaluating4

Demonstrating5

Recording6
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Plan Your Work, Work your plan
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Target Audience / 
Segmentation Outreach Strategy

The Voice / 
Storytelling with 

Impact
Creativity

Planning1

Targeting2

Optimizing3

Evaluating4

Demonstrating5

Recording6
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What do you gain from retrospectives?
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Build team cohesion Elevate and reinforce 
effective tactics

Capture key stories and 
examples of impact

Identify top priorities for 
improving capabilities
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Afterwards, assess

● What went well (keep doing these things)
● What could be improved (went OK, but could be better)
● What went poorly (don't do these things again)
● What did aspirational peers do?

…treat campaigns as an opportunity to develop long-term strategies and 
enhance a culture of Philanthropy

Know where you’ve been …. to know where you are going
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A simple retrospective agenda…

Retro Preparation 14

What went well? 

What went well?

😻 What went well? 

What could be 
improved?

🤔  What went well? 

What things 
should we stop 

doing?  
❌

What went 
well? 

Do we have the 
best 

information/data 
to make future 

decisions?    What went 
well? 

Were there 
pleasant 

surprises?    
What went 

well? 

Do we 
anticipate 

challenges to 
address 

proactively?     

What went 
well? 

What things 
should we 

do 
differently?   What went well? 

What things 
should we 

continue doing?   
What went well? 

Where instead 
should we invest 

$ or time next 
year?    

2 31
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Retro questions to ask (a deep dive)

Retro Preparation 15

What was 
done 

differently?

Do you have a baseline for comparing this year to a previous year? If not, establish one now! 

How did each outreach channel (social, web, email, 
direct) do this year? 

 Did we amplify a 
specific channel?

Did we  intentionally attempt to optimize or 
improve one of our approaches? 

How did each touchpoint fare this year?

 Did we have any 
A/B tests to 
compare?

Did we grow 
subscribers/advocates?

What were our total impressions, clicks and 
conversions  on our campaign landing pages? 

Did we move existing donors 
into new constituencies? 

 Did we increase 
budget and effort in a 

new area (e.g. - 
advertising?)

How did our ads perform 
in general?

 What was the return 
on ad spend?

What are the 
compelling data 

stories and metrics we 
should document for 

next year? 

Did the results 
validate any 

assumptions?

Increasing 
fidelity

 What was our click 
through rate? 

 Did matching 
gift ads 

perform better? 

 What ad 
placements were 

the most 
successful? Why?

Increasing 
fidelity
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Building out new 
things for next year. 

1. How do we use 
retro to give us 
priorities for 
platforms and 
processes next 
year? 

2. How can we 
begin to plan for 
audience shifts in 
attention? 

Platform changes are inevitable

Retro Preparation 16



February webinar: 
Partnering with 
Civis Analytics
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Donor ops & data 
for 2023: Lessons 
from 2022
Adapting to a highly dynamic 
financial landscape

Register 

https://parsonstko.com/


Questions?
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Please, take our free content
parsonstko.com

Articles Videos Podcasts Events

Let’s talk: createchange@parsonstko.com
Follow PTKO

Describe your project     @parsonstko

https://parsonstko.com/
https://parsonstko.com/blog/
https://parsonstko.com/events/
https://parsonstko.com/podcast/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc5b8U8Roz1ta2KxvNtcHsA/videos
https://parsonstko.com/blog/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc5b8U8Roz1ta2KxvNtcHsA/videos
https://parsonstko.com/podcast/
https://parsonstko.com/events/
mailto:createchange@parsonstko.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/parsonstko/
https://parsonstko.com/want-to-work-with-us/project-builder/
https://parsonstko.com/want-to-work-with-us/project-builder/

